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While my day job has not yet been affected by
the coronavirus, it feels like it’s just a matter of
days before I find myself self-isolating full-time.
The nearest neighbor to my home state of
Mississippi, namely Louisiana, just issued a
state-wide stay-at-home order. The most
notable detail of this order is, in my opinion,
that ones should not go to work unless they’re
performing essential services.
I can easily foresee a future where I will find
myself writing full-time. I can only hope that,
should that situation present itself, it will serve
as a catalyst to help me achieve the goals I’ve
been dreaming of for so long.
What have you found yourself doing during this
coronavirus scare? Do you enjoy the time it
presents you with, or do you despise it? Let me
know at https://twitter.com/qj_author/.
The Writer’s Everything is released as a free
weekly PDF download. If you’d like it sent
directly to your email each Monday, then you
can go to https://qjmartin.org/newsletter/ and
sign up there to receive it. Be sure to check
your junk folder in case the newsletter is
accidentally filtered out of your inbox.
If you would like to support The Writer’s
Everything, as well as my other literary
endeavors, be sure that I will never turn down
donations. You can pledge your patronage at
https://patreon.com/qjmartin/.
Until next time,
QJ
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that leads to their demise. In Cast Away, Chuck
Noland works as a FedEx executive who must
travel to Malaysia to resolve a problem. While
en route, his plane crashes, and he finds himself
stranded on an uninhabited island for years.

Basic Information > Employment

What is the commute like?

How did he get his job?

The commute that a character must make to go
to work can come into play in many different
ways over the course of the story. As was
mentioned in the previous question, a job that
requires international travel could lead to
unsafe and even deadly situations. On the other
hand, a character’s commute could be comically
insignificant. In Toy Story 2, Al McWhiggin is
hilariously upset at the fact that he has to drive
all the way to work on a Saturday, even though
his place of employment is only half a block
from his apartment complex. In La La Land,
Sebastian and Mia are both aspiring artists who
have to sit in bumper to bumper traffic every
morning just to get to their auditions. In The
Hunger Games, Effie Trinket, along with her
stylists, have to travel to District 12 every year
for the selection of the Hunger Games tributes.
Then, once their tributes win, they must
journey to each of the districts with them as
part of their victory tour.

In many ways, the sky is the limit when it comes
to how a character ended up in his current line
of work. The possibilities are nearly endless,
and can be as varied and unique as the
characters themselves are. They often, but not
always, provide some manner of reflection on
the characters themselves, as well as their
personalities and drives. In The Devil Wears
Prada, Andy Sachs gets a prestigious job as the
assistant of Miranda Priestly with the hope that
it will help lead to her desired career as a
journalist. In Game of Thrones, Ned Stark
receives his job as Hand of the King because he
was Robert Baratheon’s best friend growing up,
and the king trusts him to fulfill the assignment
in spite of the complex political intrigue taking
place at King’s Landing.

How far does he live from his
job?
The distance that a character has to travel for
his employment can have a significant impact
on multiple aspects of their life. Long commutes
to work could greatly increase the risks of the
character getting into a wreck or other accident.
Characters that have to spend long periods of
time away from home, traveling to other cities
or countries, often have difficulty connecting
with their families, and at times may even suffer
through divorce or worse because they aren’t
there for their significant other. In The Perfect
Storm, the crew of the Andrea Gail are
employed as fishermen, and they are often out
for months at a time participating in this
endeavor. It is because of this job that they find
themselves in the middle of the deadly storm

What is his salary?
A character’s salary can have deep implications
in his life, affecting everything from his living
conditions and social status to the possibility of
him achieving his dreams and aspirations. In
Iron Man, Tony Stark inherits both his father’s
company and his great fortune, allowing him to
simultaneously change the course of Stark
Industries and create the futuristic Iron Man
suits that he uses to save the world. In AntMan, Scott Lang is sent to prison because he
tried and failed to syphon money from a large,
faceless corporation in an effort to provide for
his family. Upon release, he attempts to go job
hunting, but because of his status as an ex-con,
he is forced to return to his life of crime.
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When To Trash
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If you’ve read any of the previous issues of The
Writer’s Everything, you’ll know that I am an
avid plotter. I’ve tried plotting for one
NaNoWriMo, and pantsing for the next one.
Can you guess which of the two found me
reaching my word count goal and having a
halfway decent story?
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The short answer is that it all depends on you,
your process, and your skill level. If you can, for
example, throw away a complex and expertly
crafted ending and weave together an even
better one on the fly, then by all means make it
happen. If attempting to do so would leave you
with months of trying to piece together the
tattered remains of your manuscript, on the
other hand, it would no doubt be better to leave
it the way it is.
Now, the long answer. In this article, we’re
going to look at four reasons why you might
choose to trash the outline and see where the
wind takes you.

Yes, I’ll defend plotting to the day I die.
However, even I am willing to admit that there
come times when it’s necessary to either go offscript following a tangent or just trash the
whole outline.
In fact, I believe this is the exact skill needed to
bridge the two camps of writers, the pantsers
and the plotters. The biggest complaint of
pantsers is that outlines keep you from being
able to discover the real story. If you’re stuck
following a stringent roadmap, you can’t change
direction when you discover a better, perhaps
even outstandingly so, direction.
What we all need to realize is that this isn’t the
case. Even plotters should understand that
sometimes they will need to throw the outline
into a metal garbage can and have a nice little
bonfire.
But of course, we’ve put so much time and
effort into our outlines. We front-loaded all of
the hard work, answering countless questions
and solving countless riddles ahead of time so
that we could just sit down and write a welldeveloped story in one go.
So how do we take that dreaded step of going
off-script? How do we know when it’s time to
ignore all of our hard work and follow a hunch
instead?

Adding Depth To The World
Sometimes we have the opportunity to add
depth and intricacy to our stories. This can
happen with novels that take place in real-life
settings or those that take place in fantasy or
sci-fi settings.
For example, the first draft of my upcoming
sequel to Chronicles of the Infected: Those They
Betrayed featured a character who would go out
hunting with a crossbow every week.
Why? Because I thought it would be bad-ass to
have a character with a crossbow in my story.
Then my beta reader came along and asked me
4
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what the populations of animals would be like
thirty years from now? Would they have lost
their habitats? Would they be overhunted?
What kinds of restrictions would the world of
my story have on hunting?
Needless to say, that, along with several other
comments from multiple awesome beta readers,
gave me the opportunity to discover the
potential depth of the story world I had created.
If you have the opportunity to add depth and
layers to the world of your story, you should
absolutely do it. That is also true if you come to
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discover more about the real world setting your
story takes place in. And that is even true when
it means that you now have to come up with a
different weapon for your bad-ass character to
wield during the apocalypse, perhaps a much
louder weapon that draws more attention and
adds more urgency to her plight.
Discovering Your Characters
In the same way that it’s possible to come to
discover more about the setting of your story for
the betterment of your world-building, it’s also
possible during the writing of a novel to

Writing Definitions
Intrinsic Motivation

Extrinsic Motivation

Intrinsic motivation is a source of
motivation that drives a character’s actions
based on the internal rewards they provide
them. Behaviors based on intrinsic
motivation are naturally satisfying to the
character.

Extrinsic motivation is a source of
motivation that drives a character’s actions
based on external factors. Behaviors
based on extrinsic motivation have the
goal of gaining a reward or avoiding
punishment or rebuke from others.

Theme

Tone

Theme is the central topic or idea around
which a story revolves. It’s often stated in
one word, such as “freedom” or “love”.
However, theme is nebulous for many
authors, and their definitions of it vary
slightly from one person to the next.

Tone is the attitude that is displayed within
a story. It’s based on the feelings that the
writer wants to convey in regard to the
story’s theme or subject. For example, the
same story could have a comedic tone, an
ironic tone, or a sentimental tone.

Protag (Verb)

The Rule of Three

Protag as a verb is used in some writing
groups to refer to characters carrying out
proactive actions that affect events and
move the plot forward. The character thus
demonstrates themself to be an active
protagonist rather than a reactive one.

A writing principle that conveys the idea
that aspects of storytelling are more
memorable or effective if provided in
groups of three. Having three allows the
establishment of rhythm and expectation
while maintaining brevity.
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Writing Concepts
Foil
A foil is a character whose qualities are in stark
contrast to the qualities of another character,
especially the protagonist.
When a character serves the role of foil in a story, it is
often with the purpose of emphasizing the qualities of
the character whom they contrast.
This tactic can be used to help the main character to
shine in contrast with the foil. In fact, the term foil itself
comes from the old practice of backing gems with foil
in order to cause them to shine more brightly.
A foil character can be the complete opposite of the
character they reflect, and this is often true in the case
of antagonists. For example, in The Dark Knight, both
the Joker and Harvey Dent served as foils to the main
character, Bruce Wayne/Batman.
The Joker functioned on the belief that Gotham was
beyond saving, and all it needed was one person to
give it a push and watch it come crashing down. Bruce
Wayne believed that all the city needed was one
person to believe in it and fight for it in order to save it.
Harvey Dent was, at first, a foil to Bruce Wayne in his
belief that the city could be saved by a white knight out
in the open for all to see. Bruce Wayne, of course,
believed that it could only be saved from the shadows.
Later on, Harvey demonstrated the believe that
everything he had done up to that point was a waste
due to the death of Rachel Dawes. Bruce, on the other
hand, continued believing that his cause was worth the
effort and the sacrifice.
In all of these cases, the foils served to contrast Bruce
Wayne’s beliefs in a way that made them shine and
helped to develop him as a character.
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discover aspects of your characters
that you never would have thought
of when writing the outline.
Perhaps you planned on your
character being the brave, selfsacrificing type, but when it comes
right down to it, he’s felt more like a
pushover for the last hundred and
fifty pages than a hero. At a point
like that, you may have to reanalyze
either your plot or your character,
and make some major changes to
either…or even both.
Sometimes there are problems in
the story that you never realized
would come up until you started
writing the first draft word by word.
How did your main character (MC)
get through the locked door if he
doesn’t know how to pick locks? In
that case, you might have to go back
to the beginning and make sure you
reference his lock-picking ability, or
go back a chapter or two and give
him a hammer with which to bust
out a window.
When The Plot Demands It
Of course changes to the setting and
changes to the characters can both
demand a change to the story itself.
Sometimes, though, the story
demands the change itself.
It’s hard to differentiate these
occasions, but let’s just use theme
as an example.
If the theme of your story has to do
with coping with death, then maybe
you’ll realize by the midpoint that
the story would be better served if
you had the character’s husband die
rather than have her car get in a
6
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fender bender.
If the theme of your story has to do with greed
and ambition, then perhaps you might
reconsider your inciting incident, choosing to
present your character with the opportunity to
become the CEO of a Fortune 500 company
rather than receive a mysterious two-hundredyear-old letter that was addressed to him.
Like I said, it’s difficult to differentiate between
characters and settings affecting and altering
the plot of your story and plot itself altering the
plot. They often inform each other, having a
cumulative effect on your story, and that should
more often than not be the case.
A Retroactive Stroke of Genius
Here we are. I chose to save the best for last.
The reason that this one is the best is because
it’s hands down the most enjoyable reason to
change the outline of your story.
That reason is because you had a really epic,
amazing idea, and you want to add it into your
story retroactively.
Trust me, it happens. As writers, we’re naturalborn creatives, and we can’t help but continue
to ponder the ideas of our stories long after the
ink of the outline has dried.
Say you have a story about a medieval knight
who is attempting to gather all of the lords
under his rule. Originally, you might have
thought that this would require a lot of talking,
or maybe a lot of fighting.
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But as you were writing the first draft, you had
the idea. What if there was a legendary sword,
for example Excalibur, and if the knight was to
find this sword, it would grant absolute
legitimacy to his claim for the throne? Now you
have something a little more interesting than
debates, or even the tired sword fight that leads
to mutual respect.
Then you have another idea. What if someone
steals the sword? Now how will the king
maintain his kingdom? What happens when the
thief arrives with an army, brandishing the
sword for all to see?
Of course, not all ideas have to have major
effects on the plot, either. What if you had a scifi heist film where the antihero gets cornered.
He could fight his way out. That would certainly
be a reasonable enough course of action. But
then you have the idea of a gun that shoots
special “walk through walls” bubbles. Your
character shoots under the guard’s feet and he
falls to the floor below him. Then he shoots the
wall in front of him and makes it to safety.
Really, there could be any number of reasons
why you might choose to toss the outline and
start writing in a different direction. The most
important reason, though, should be the same
one that applies to any change you choose to
make. It should have a benefit, major or minor,
to the story you’re writing.
By the time you’ve implemented your changes,
you want your story to be all the better for it,
and shine like the cut and polished gem it’s
become, rather than the muddy hunk of rock
that it was as an outline.

JOIN THE WRITER'S EVERYTHING MAILING LIST
Have new issues of The Writer's Everything sent directly
to your inbox for free by signing up for my newsletter!
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Cinematic
Storytelling—
Marvel End Battles,
Part Three
QJ MARTIN

Critics can level all sorts of accusations
regarding the quality of entries in the Marvel
Cinematic Universe (MCU), and even superhero
films in general. If there’s one accusation that is
more valid than any other, though, it would be
in regard to their paint-by-numbers end battles.
The hero learns to use his powers, only to be
confronted by another character with the exact
same powers, but evil. It’s the tried and true
formula that can’t help but be repeated again
and again.
Over the last two issues of The Writer’s
Everything, I have been developing a list of
every MCU end battle in order based on their
originality.
The list started with The Incredible Hulk in
23rd place. Then came, in order, Black Panther,
Thor: The Dark World, Iron Man 2, Avengers:
Age of Ultron, Spider-Man: Homecoming,
Captain America: The First Avenger, Iron
Man, Thor, Ant-Man, Guardians of the Galaxy
Vol. 2, Captain America: The Winter Soldier,
Marvel’s The Avengers, Ant-Man and the
Wasp, Captain America: Civil War, and
Avengers: Infinity War.
Now we are in part three with the final seven
entries in this list. These following films are the
most original, most unique, and most notable
end battles in the MCU. So let’s finish this list,
film by film, and then next week, we’ll look at
the list on a whole from the perspective of what
we as writers can learn from it.

7—Captain Marvel
Captain Marvel was, in most respects, fairly
paint-by-numbers. Of course, it was the first
female-led solo MCU film. The end battle,
however, will no doubt stand out for a long time
to come. It was, honestly, a rather risky decision
from a storytelling point-of-view, but it
certainly bucked the trend of having two
virtually identical characters on an even playing
field, with the winner being whoever has a
hero’s resolve. In this case, Captain Marvel
discovers the true extent of her powers shortly
before the battle with the Kree, and she
proceeds to decimate their forces, leaving two of
their three ships in ruins and scaring off the
third. Did they feel like it would upset the
masses if the first female-led MCU film featured
an under-powered protagonist? I don’t know.
Are the writers of the franchise going to find
themselves at the bottom of a very deep hole
when it comes time to write Captain Marvel 2?
Absolutely. Nevertheless, it was in all respects
unique, and easily earned its place above
Avengers: Infinity War.
6—Iron Man 3
Iron Man 3 was the first film of Phase 2 of the
MCU, being released directly after Marvel’s The
Avengers. This wasn’t the only first that this
two hour and eleven minute action-adventure
extravaganza presented us with. It also
happened to be the first film in the Iron Man
series to not feature a villain in a custom-made
8
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and Asgard to be destroyed. A terribly-timed,
mood ruining quip from Korg not withstanding,
the ending of Thor: Ragnarok was both
emotional and dramatic. The fact that it avoided
throwing identical characters against each other
in a punching match certainly served to make it
a highlight of the MCU.

Iron Man suit. Instead, it featured Aldrich
Killian as the fire-breathing, Iron Man-suitmelting villain who takes upon himself the title
of The Mandarin. I have to get this out in the
open right now: I would have much rather had
the real Mandarin in this film. He could have
been the Heath Ledger of the MCU. However,
this setup still delivered us a unique end battle.
In fact, it was the only film out of the first nine
MCU films that had that distinction.

5—Thor: Ragnarok
Thor: Ragnarok was an absolute joy to watch.
It’s one of the funnest films in the history of the
MCU, and one of the few that I can watch over
and over again on repeat while maintaining the
same level of enjoyment. While Hela, the
goddess of death, is essentially an evil version of
both Thor and Loki, the end battle of this film
managed to be unique in a different way. After a
mostly successful team-up of the Revengers,
Thor realizes that he can’t save Asgard. In fact,
the only way to defeat Hela and remove her
powers is by allowing Ragnarok to take place

4—Doctor Strange
Amazing, mind-bending graphics or not, Doctor
Strange follows the Marvel formula quite
faithfully through most of the film. This is the
case all the way until the end battle. In fact, the
end battle itself appears to be just a typical
MCU action fest until, at the last second, the
status quo is altered drastically. Rather than
dueling against Kaecilius the entire time,
Doctor Strange finds himself confronted with
Dormammu, whose goal is to absorb all of the
multiverse into his Dark Dimension. To stop
this from happening, Doctor Strange placed
Dormammu and himself in a never-ending time
loop. He willingly suffered agonizing deaths
over and over again until he drove the celestial
being mad. This is such an outstanding end
battle because it puts Doctor Strange’s unique
quirks on clear display. It was his ravenous
hunger to learn and his desire to increase his
understanding that led him to master the
forbidden spells he used in this end battle, and
it was his own unique capacity for problemsolving that showed him how to use them in a
way no one had ever imagined before.
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remember that films are over-simplified
representations of life. The ending of
Guardians of the Galaxy served to demonstrate
that Peter Quill chose to do the one thing that
only he would do in order to save the universe.
It just so happened that that was initiating a
dance-off. It really highlights Peter’s child-like
naivety, and makes him so unquestionably
heroic in the face of his severe limitations.
3—Guardians of the Galaxy

2—Spider-Man: Far From Home

Here we are at the top three. This entry may
well be a divisive choice for many comic-book
movie fans who hated the ending to the first
Guardians of the Galaxy film. They believed it
to be the epitome of everything that is wrong
with the MCU, including its childishness and
emphasis on humor over realism. Honestly, Lee
Pace’s dramatic, “What are you doing?!” was
certainly over the top, and added some validity
to these complaints. However, we have to

Spider-Man: Far From Home was the last
MCU film to have been released in theaters, and
honestly, I can’t go on enough about how much
I love what they did with the end battle in this
film. Mysterio was my favorite Spider-Man
villain ever since I was a child. I used to dream
of what he could do if his powers were ever
brought to the big screen. Far From Home
certainly didn’t disappoint in that regard. It
provided us with an end battle so unique and

Identifying Theme
Titanic has a very
On the other hand
Titanic
c l e a r a n d p re s e n t
there is Rose Dewitt
theme that’s obvious
Bukater, who is born
from the very beginning. It’s about whether
into the type of wealth and prestige that
you should accept your station and lot in
the lower deck passengers envy. In spite of
life, or if you should pursue a course that
the supposed blessings that she enjoys,
makes you happy.
she feels like she’s locked in a cage,
unable to open the door and be free of
On the one hand there is Jack Dawson.
what her family, and society, expect of her.
He’s a starving artist who can’t even afford
a ticket to go home without resorting to
In both their cases, the lesson they learn is
gambling. In spite of his economic
that they shouldn’t allow themselves to be
situation, he never gives up in aspiring to a
boxed in by the boundaries that society
higher station. He takes whatever steps
sets for them. Both Jack and Rose realize
are necessary to fit in with the rich crowd
that life is full of possibilities, and that you
on the Titanic, in spite of their feelings
shouldn’t be afraid to live your life the way
towards him.
you want to.
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different from anything the MCU had done
before. Instead of a duel of geneticallyenhanced gods among men, he’s fighting
against a guy with some projectors and his own
3D animation studio. Even better, Peter Parker
doesn’t just punch his way out of this one, as
was done in Black Panther. No, he has to finish
his own journey of self-discovery in order to see
through all of Beck’s lies and deceit, and the end
result serves as a fantastically emotional and
moving ending for an MCU film.
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senses. However, the scale of this end battle in
unparalleled, not just within the MCU, but in
the history of live-action film-making. We’d
never seen anything like this before, and we
won’t soon see its equal. The way they
effortlessly weaved dozens of main characters
from over 20 films into this end battle was
simply jaw-dropping. If that in itself isn’t
enough uniqueness for you, there are also a
couple well-earned moments of pure fan
service, namely Captain America’s wielding of
Mjolnir and Tony Stark’s heart-wrenching final
line, “I am Iron Man.”

Well, here we are at the end of the list. There’s
no doubt in my mind that you didn’t agree with
some of the entries. You more than likely swore
at the screen of your electronic device of choice,
saying, “How stupid can he be putting X ahead
of Y!”

1—Avengers: Endgame
I’m going to come right out and say it. I would
have loved to have let Spider-Man: Far From
Home have the top spot on this list of most
original MCU end battles. It certainly has that
position in my heart. Unfortunately, Avengers:
Endgame had to go and be the epic, emotional,
fulfilling culmination of everything that the
MCU had been building to since Iron Man first
came out in 2008. The end battle may not, in
itself, be original or unique. Honestly, you could
say it’s just another Avengers movie in some

However, I hope that, for the most part, I was
able to win you over, if just for a moment, to my
point of view.
Now that we’re done with this list, though, the
question for us as writers is, “What does it all
mean?” Are there lessons within the end battles
of these 23 MCU films that we can use in order
to perfect our craft?
That will be a discussion for next week’s issue of
The Writer’s Everything. Be sure to sign up for
my newsletter by clicking right here so that
you’ll receive Issue #014 sent directly to your
inbox upon release.
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